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Background

Along with the interview data from other team members, I conducted 4 
usability tests with representa<ve users accompanied with ques<ons which 
were mostly pre-determined, in addi<on to other ques<ons that I came up 
with during tes<ng and interview.

There were 5 main points I wanted to cover during research phase are:

Key findings

1. Can users understand what this website is about from the first 5-10 
seconds of browsing the homepage?

2. How users interact with the global naviga<on bar?

3. How do users understand the concept of ‘Episode’ shown as a buNon in 
the global naviga<on bar?

4. Can users figure out how they can learn more about the idea behind 
Know it Wall?

5. Is there an important design element that users do not pay aNen<on to?

1. All users understood the general idea behind the website through 
browsing the homepage.

2. All users were uncertain about whether ar<cles are connected to each 
other or not.

3. Global naviga<on bar was thought to be unclear. One user looked for 
social media icons, another ques<oned the u<lity of ‘Get Involved’ and 
‘Feedback’ buNons.

4. Three users commented about the concept of ‘Episode’ and ‘ALL 
EPISODES’ naviga<on buNon being misleading (e.g. is it a video 
series?), unclear (they did not find another use of the word ‘episode’ 
any where else on the homepage) and important (“ I feel this is the 
main reason for the website but it is not very prominent”).

5. All users did not provide feedback about ‘Feedback’, footer and the 
social media buNon of Facebook in the global naviga<on bar. 
Only one user commented on the ‘Get Involved’ sec<ons, saying that 
they did not pay aNen<on to what it is actually about.

I also received feedback regarding the homepage looking a liNle bit 
crowded, long, uses too many images and that it is not clear that there 
are video and audio episodes.
While it might be easy for par<cipants to highlight their likes and 
dislikes, the team and I had already discussed these issues before 
tes<ng, which may add just a <ny bit of sta<s<cal validity as a 
jus<fac<on to why there might be changes to the design (while also 
trying to avoid confirma<on bias!).

A^er data collec<on, we discussed the findings and started wireframing 
the new design layout. We agreed on having 2 layouts that allowed our 
editors to alternate between depending on whether they want to focus on 
a recently uploaded episode or an en<re season:

The final UI below mostly follows the wireframes we had done earlier.  
There are 2 no<ceable addi<ons to what the wireframes already captured:

1. Global naviga<on bar. ‘Disciplines’ were added in order to categorize 
episodes under a unifying topic, hence the topic-focused 
categoriza<on. 
In addi<on, ‘All Episodes’ from the older design was removed and 
replaced with ‘Seasons’ which would list all episodes categorized 
according to a specific season chosen by the editors.

2. Social media icons. KiW’s presence on social media is very important 
for both the plaaorm and visitors. It also serves as an extension of 
‘About’, where a visitor can learn more about KiW’s content online.

1. User-tes<ng. There should be fewer confusions about the website, 
especially what the content is about and how ar<cles relate to each 
other.

2. It might be a good idea to re-introduce the small sec<on of ‘What Are 
We About’ from the older design. This can also help in framing the 
picture of what KiW is in users’ minds.

3. Re-iterate on the UI design above! :)

I worked over summer 2018 with Know it Wall (KiW), an online plaaorm 
popularizing academic research, on redesigning their homepage.

My responsibili<es included:  UI design, user research and logo design.

Problem: KiW wanted to conduct user research and tes<ng on the website 
especially its homepage to explore any UX or usability problems,  and have 
the website redesigned to look simpler and modern.

Tools: Sketch, Illustrator and Photoshop.

Layout 1: the season at the beginning Layout 2: most recent episode at the beginning

Same layout for all other sec>ons

TL;DR

From interviews and usability tests I 
found out that the first impression of 
users match what KiW wants, that the 
categorizaKon of arKcles and how they 
are related is unclear, and that users did 
not pay aLenKon to or comment on 
‘Feedback’, ‘Get Involved’ secKons, and 
the footer.

Old design is available at the boLom of 
the page.

Users have direct access to
4 episodes of Season 1.

This layout focuses on one
new episode.

A separate sec>on dedicated
to video episodes.

This sec>on did not make it
to the end :( we were not 
sure how to measure this 

and code it.

This sec>on was removed
as it was redundant. We had
‘Audio’ sec>on right beneath

Cura<ng content in Seasons
format. This will offer the 
reader the ability to dive into 
a specific topic.

Seasons feature

Redesigning video and audio

Redesigning and categorizing 
video and audio episodes for 
beNer accessibility and  
engagement, while adhering 
to the new design style. 

www.knowitwall.com


